In the Franklin Residential College, we pride ourselves on delivering engaging and meaningful events to our members. The following are some events that defined our semester.

**SWEET OLIVE FARM**

FRC members traveled to Sweet Olive Farm to engage in some rewarding volunteering. At arrival, we split off into groups doing various work around the farm, like painting, barn cleaning, feeding, branch & tree cutting, and more. From witnessing an emu chase a goat to learning about the mission of Sweet Olive and life on the farm, we certainly had a great time!

**SPOOKY SZN 2-IN-1**

Members gathered on Myers Quad for an awesome talk by Dr. Scott Shaw on the astronomy dept on campus. They had the opportunity to ask him questions about our universe in the Q&A style talk. After the talk, we kicked off spooky season with our sleepover social! Blankets & tents strewn across the quad, members enjoyed s’mores AND we painted adorable mini-pumpkins.

**GOSPEL PILGRIM**

Members traveled to the historic Gospel Pilgrim Cemetery to serve the community through cleaning up the graves and doing general yard work. Members had the opportunity to learn about the historical significance of the cemetery and the different developments that will be undergone to create a walking tour.
SAPELO 2019

ONE FOR THE BOOKS

From November 1st through 3rd, 24 Franklin Residential College members traveled to Sapelo Island for our Annual Sapelo Island Service Trip. It was an amazing experience full of bonding, reflection, service, and fun.

Members had a great time learning about the local population of Sapelo Island in Hog Hammock, and serving the community by helping to cut and sow sugar cane. They also enjoyed a tour of the UGA Marine Institute, morning seaside yoga, a moonlight hike to spot gators, and a super fun evening bonfire (with S’mores!!) on the beach. We can't wait to go back next fall!

COMPOST INITIATIVE

‘IT STARTS WITH US.’

In the Franklin Residential College, social enrichment and giving back are key pillars of our community. By re-introducing our food waste back into the world, we are contributing to the life-cycle of our campus' soil and engaging with our university's goal of sustainability. The FRC is proud to continue to host and promote the mission of sustainability.

THE FRC HAS GIVEN ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE A LOT OF THINGS ON CAMPUS THAT I WOULDN'T HAVE KNOWN ABOUT OTHERWISE.

- CASEY SERRANO, MEMBER

HONORABLE MENTIONS

Yoga for Stress Relief
Talk & Tea with Dr. Norman
An Evening with Sutton Foster
Study Abroad Info Session
Quad Cleanup
FRC Family Game Night
Composting with Christy Tweedy
"By Our Hands" Performance